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Conclusions:

Aims of the work:
1: Build a machine-learning model that is able to predict the uncertainty of a given
free energy perturbation a priori.
2: Use these predictions to construct free energy perturbation networks using optimal design algorithms.
3. Lay foundation for a new type of robust perturbation network generators that
allow planning of large (>50 moieties) congeneric series.
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1. Training set of >40.000 free energy perturbations allows fitting of perturbation difficulties using a variety of descriptors.
2. These predictions can be fed efficiently into optimal design workflows to
autonomously generate perturbation networks.
3. Further work is required:
- Need difficulty labels more closely related to standard error
- Expand training set with ‘usual suspects’ of FEP transformations
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DNN regression models show ability to fit the
OverlapScore; depicted are predictions on
validation set.

Free energy perturbation calculations require
planning of perturbation networks. Edges in
this network propose transformations of
optimal phase space overlap.
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The current study attempts to predict the difficulty
(σ) of a proposed edge (i.e. perturbation). We
postulate that σ is similar between solvated
and bound simulations for the same edge.

Given a fully-trained ML model, the OverlapScore is predicted
for every possible edge in a presented testset (i.e. congeneric
series). An optimal design algorithm is applied to compute the
optimal network based on the estimated perturbation difficulties.

Using SOMD (Sire+OpenMM), ~40,000 of these possible
perturbations were simulated for 1ns. Perturbations with
smaller transformations (more common in FEP) were favoured.
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Predicting σsolvated requires a large training set
of completed FEP calculations on drug-like
molecules. The FreeSolv Database contains
641 of these.
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Encoding the perturbations into descriptors can be done
in several ways using for instance molecular fingerprints.
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Distribution of predictions on testset (n=11*10=110). Higher predicted
OverlapScores equate roughly to more ‘difficult’ perturbations.
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FEP uses an alchemical λ-decoupling algorithm to transform ligands into each
other. Typically, more ‘difficult’ FEP transformations show insufficient phase-space
overlap between adjacent λ states. OverlapScore was computed as a label to
predict using machine-learning regression models.
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